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Pacific Rim meets The Martian in the explosive follow-up to Sleeping Giants (“One of the most
promising series kickoffs in recent memory.”—NPR) and Waking Gods (“Pure, unadulterated
literary escapism.”—Kirkus Reviews). Brilliant scientist Rose Franklin has devoted her adult life
to solving the mystery she accidentally stumbled upon as a child: a huge metal hand buried
beneath the ground outside Deadwood, South Dakota. The discovery set in motion a
cataclysmic chain of events with geopolitical ramifications. Rose and the Earth Defense Corps
raced to master the enigmatic technology, as giant robots suddenly descended on Earth’s most
populous cities, killing one hundred million people in the process. Though Rose and her team
were able to fend off the attack, their victory was short-lived. The mysterious invaders retreated,
disappearing from the shattered planet . . . but they took the scientist and her crew with
them. Now, after nearly ten years on another world, Rose returns to find a devastating new war—
this time between humans. America and Russia are locked in combat, fighting to fill the power
vacuum left behind after the invasion. Families are torn apart, friends become bitter enemies,
and countries collapse in the wake of the battling superpowers. It appears the aliens left behind
their titanic death machines so humankind will obliterate itself. Rose is determined to find a
solution, whatever it takes. But will she become a pawn in a doomsday game no one can win?
Praise for Only Human “Packing a surprisingly powerful thematic punch, this novel is an
addictive blend of science fiction, apocalyptic thriller, and chillingly timely cautionary tale. Two
(giant, robotic) thumbs up!”—Kirkus Reviews“Boasting a winning combination of briskly paced
action and futuristic dystopia tempered by cautious optimism, Only Human brings a fitting,
satisfying end to the Themis Files series.”—RT Book Reviews“This action-packed tale with
apocalyptic stakes is a fitting finale to this wonderfully cinematic series.”—Publishers
Weekly“Series fans will be eager for Neuvel’s ever-so-satisfying conclusion to his rip-roaring
science-fiction adventure tale.”—BooklistDon’t miss any of The Themis Files by Sylvain
Neuvel:SLEEPING GIANTS | WAKING GODS | ONLY HUMAN
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MECHA DIVISIONLocation: Outside Dar es Salaam Hotel, Tobruk, Libya—Central, this is
Lapetus. Target in sight.[Copy that, Lapetus. Stand by.]Standing by…Right where we’re
supposed to be. Am I good or what?—Oh, stop bragging, Bodie, you just punch in the numbers
they give you. When you can make that giant robot moonwalk, then you can brag.—Moonwalk?
Like in slow motion?—Seriously, Bodie? How old are you?—That’s Captain Hough to you,
Lieutenant Baaaalllll. If I remember correctly, you tripped on a house the last time you had the
legs. Fell face-first, broke Benson’s wrists in the process. Am I right?[Lapetus, this is Central. If
you could stop bickering for a minute, we have a job to do. Are you facing the hotel?]Affirmative.
It’s a nice hotel. Wouldn’t mind spending some R&R in this place.[Do they have a clear view of
the robot?]If you mean the people staring at us from the top floor, yeah, they see us all right.
We’re taller than everything else in this town. You can’t miss us.[Roger that, Lapetus. We’re
talking to their chairman now. Stand by for orders.]Standing by. Why are we in Tobruk, by the
way? I thought the government was in Tripoli.—It is.—Then what’s here?—Another government.
Don’t you do any research before a mission?—But it’s the same country.—It happens from time
to time. They had three governments for a while when I was a kid.—Which one’s the real one?—
Depends on who you ask. Pretty sure they all say they’re the real one.—That doesn’t make any
sense. Anyway, who cares, right? Twenty minutes from now, it’ll be an American general running
this place.—You mean advising the democratically elected government of Libya.—Yeah, that.
[Lapetus, this is Central. The chairman isn’t as receptive as we’d like him to be. Use your light
beam and remove the north half of the building. Repeat, destroy the north half of the hotel.]Copy
that, Central. We’re——Captain, top floor, second window from the right.—I see it. Central, it
looks like there are people in that part of the building. Wanna give them a minute to evacuate?
We can wipe out every car in the parking lot, that’ll make ’em leave.[Lapetus, you have your
orders.]—What do we do?—What do you mean what do we do? You heard the man, Lieutenant.
Start from the center of the building and swipe to your right. Aim low, maybe we can spare those
houses behind.—Yes, sir…In position.—Activating beam. Say when.—Uh…when. You can see
the beam, right? You know when I’m done.—Terminating beam. Wow, that thing’s nasty. Doesn’t
even make a sound. Central, this is Lapetus. Target destroyed. Half of it anyway.[Copy that,
Lapetus. We have it on satellite. Stand by.]Damn, I love this job!—I can see that.—What’s that
mean?—It means what you think it means. You said you loved this job. I’m telling you that it
shows. That’s all. You have a problem with that?—…—Good! Moving on! We might be here
awhile. What do you want to talk about? Books?…No? Movies? Have any hobbies I don’t know
about?—…—All right, I’ll go first. I collect Cabbage Patch Kids.—I don’t know what——It’s OK. I
wasn’t born then either. They were dolls, supposedly all different. You didn’t buy them, you
“adopted” them. They came with a birth certificate, adoption papers, a little card to write down its
first word, when it took its first step, its favorite food.—They talked?—No, Bodie. They didn’t talk.
They didn’t eat either. It was just meant to look real, like you adopted a real baby that was born in
a vegetable.—How do you adopt a doll?—You buy it, of course. They’re in a store. You pay, but
you call it an adoption fee. Anyway, they were a fad in the eighties. People went nuts. There were



fights in stores, all sorts of crazy things. They were only that popular for a short while, but they
were made by one company or another for about forty years. My mom had six of them. She gave
them to me when I was a teenager, and now I collect them. The old ones are hard to find, usually
cost a fortune.—You collect dolls. That’s not creepy at all.—I sold one last year for five K.—You
sold a doll for five thousand dollars.—Brutis Kendall, born in the Cabbage Patch on November 1.
Near mint. With box. All the papers.—That’s nuts. I still think it’s creepy, though. You shouldn’t—
[Lapetus, this is Central. The Chairman of the Council of Deputies of Libya has requested
technical and advisory assistance from the United States. Job well done. Just sit tight. Navy is
bringing in troops. ETA twenty minutes. Return to base when they arrive. Navigation will send
your get-home numbers in a minute.]Roger that, Central. Over and out. One more for the good
guys. Spreading freedom, one city at a time.—I’m fairly certain they had freedom before.—Well,
now they have more.PART ONEWHEN IN ROMEFILE NO. EE955—PERSONAL FILE FROM
ESAT EKTPersonal Journal Entry—Dr. Rose FranklinBe careful what you wish for.About ten
years ago—I was thirty-seven at the time—a giant robot from another planet visited Earth and
decimated part of London. We succeeded in destroying it, but thirteen more appeared and
dispersed a genetically engineered gaseous weapon in two dozen of our most populous cities.
One hundred million people died in the process. Among them, this mysterious man whose name
I never learned, who steered our every move ever since I was put in charge of studying that giant
hand at the University of Chicago, and Kara Resnik, my best friend, who was also Vincent’s wife,
and Eva’s biological mother.With some help, I found a way to alter the metal these robots were
made of at the molecular level and disabled one of them. That was enough to convince the
aliens to leave.I can’t say that I knew that was going to happen, that millions would die because I
had discovered Themis and brought attention to our planet, but I was afraid it would. I was afraid
ever since I was brought back to life. I felt…out of place, and I wished that whoever built Themis
would come back and take her away. I also said I hoped they would take me with them.They did.
After the alien robots left Earth, General Eugene Govender, head of the EDC, Vincent, Eva, and I
went aboard Themis to celebrate our—I was going to say victory, but that’s not what it was—
survival. While we were there, the Council of Akitast—the group of aliens who decide how their
world deals with others—had Themis brought back. She dematerialized on Earth and
reappeared on Themis’s home planet, with the four of us inside.They call it Esat Ekt—Home of
the Ekt, their people. In some small way, they’re also our people. The Ekt first came to Earth
some five thousand years ago—twenty-four of them or so. They were among us for a couple of
millennia. They were ordered never to interfere, to stay out of history’s way, but over time, some
of them frayed and joined the natives. They had children—half-human, half-alien—who in turn
had children—three-quarter human—and so on, until their descendants, indistinguishable from
humans, had but a tiny bit of alien genetics left in them. Three thousand years later, there was
nothing left to distinguish them from. All of us, every single person on Earth, were related,
however remotely, with the handful of aliens who chose love over duty, back when the Titans
walked the Earth.We have been living here on Esat Ekt for nine years now, but we are still very



much outsiders. Their entire society is built on the idea that different species shouldn’t interact in
ways that can affect them, that each should be left to evolve according to its own set of values.
Centuries ago, their kind was nearly decimated by the inhabitants of a planet their emperor had
displaced, exiled for personal or political reasons. After that, they replaced their monarchy with a
very complex democracy, and took their noninterference policy to a whole new level. To the Ekt,
“polluting” an entire species with their genetics means robbing them of the future they should
have. They view this as we would genocide. What happened on Earth was a tragedy for them as
much as it was for us. They came to exterminate what they thought were a handful of Ekt
descendants before they could contaminate all of us. When they realized they were too late, they
had already killed millions. We are living reminders of what they consider a stain on their history,
like the Holocaust Memorial, or a monument to the victims of slavery.They will not be reminded
anymore. One way or another, our time here ends tonight. We’re going home.FILE NO. EE961—
PERSONAL FILE FROM ESAT EKTMission log—Vincent Couture and Rose FranklinLocation:
Aboard Themis[Dad, don’t do this!]—It’s too late for that. Don’t come any closer, Eva. I don’t
want to hurt him. Rose, can you hold her?—Hold her? No, I don’t think I can hold her. Come
here, Eva. Let’s not make this any harder than it already is. You don’t want anyone to get shot by
accident. We’ll send him back, Eva. I promise. No one else has to get hurt.[What do you mean,
no one else? What happened? What’d you do, Dad?]—Ekim, eyyots ant ipyosk insot. Ekim!
Eyekant![Ekim, don’t do it. You know he’s bluffing. He won’t hurt you. Eyekant ops!]You’re right,
Eva. I don’t wanna hurt him, so don’t force me to.{It’s OK, Eva. Eyekant aktept eps.}[No! Don’t do
it for me! I’ll stay! I’ll stay here with you.]—You can’t stay, Eva. Not anymore. You don’t know what
we…never mind. There’s no time for this. Ekim, you’re all strapped in? Here. Hold the gun, Rose.
I need a minute to get into my harness, and we’re gone.—They’re coming, Vincent, we need to
go now.—Dammit! I can’t get my arms through.—You can do it. Just relax.—I’m not sure I can.
I’ve never piloted the upper body. Last time I saw someone put this on, Eva was like ten, I…—
Can’t you switch places with Ekim? He can guide you through the commands on the console.—
He said it’s complicated. He had me at “orbital defense system.” I don’t think I—Got it! But I’ll
never be able to close the front. Let me put the helmet on, see if it works without the braces
closed.—Any minute now…We have to GO!—Yes! She’s powering up. Go! Go! Ekim, punch it in.
Eyyots!—How long until…—Whoa.—What? Vincent, where are we?—I don’t know. I think
we’re…It’s nighttime. Trees all around us. Ekim, is this Earth? Akt eyet Eteyat?{Ops eyoktiptet.}—
What did he say?—Euh…It’s an expression. Beats me. Something like that.—Look at the stars.—
What?—Look at the stars. Do you recognize anything?—I don’t see anything familiar…Yes!
That’s…la grande ourse. I don’t know the constellation names. The big bear?—The Great Bear.
Ursa Major.—Yeah, that. We’re here, Rose. This is Earth.—Wow. I can’t believe we made it. Eva,
say something.[Dad, what did you do?]—Not now, Eva.[Tell me what you did!]I said not now. It
won’t be long before someone notices us. Let’s lay Themis down so we can get out.[Just tell
me?]Eva, what do you think they’ll do to Ekim if they find him here? He needs to get back. Ekim,
eyost yeskust ak eyyots esat.{Eyekant ets ops. Ethemis eyet onsoks.}—What did he say? Empty



Themis?—He said Themis is empty. Drained. She used up all her energy to get here. There’s
enough left to power the helmets but I can’t move the arms anymore.—How long do we have to
wait, Vincent?[Dad, I’ll kill you if anything happens to him.]—Easy, Eva. When you and I drained
her in New York, it took only a few minutes before she was able to move again. Looks like we’re
in the middle of nowhere. With any luck, no one’s spotted us and we can get out before the sun
comes up. Heck, it might take days before we’re found. Just like last time.[Last time we almost
died.]Then not like last time. Look, there’s nothing I can do. If I knew how to speed this up,
believe me I would.—Go talk to Ekim, Eva. You have some time. You should talk to him. You
might not see him again after he’s gone.[I hate you, Dad. I really hate you.]—I know.—She’ll get
over it, Vincent. Just give her time.—I don’t know, Rose. What we did, it’s…Anyway, she’s home,
that’s all that matters. Now we just need to get Ekim home safe.—He could stay here.—No, he
couldn’t. They’d put him in a cage, stick needles in him all day. A hundred million of us died the
last time his people were on Earth. It’s been a while, but I don’t think folks here would’ve
forgotten.—What will happen to him when he gets back home?—Well, he’ll tell them we
kidnapped him—we did. Hopefully, they’ll end it at that.—Do you think they’ll believe him?—I
don’t know, Rose. What would you have me do? Write him a note?—He looks scared.—He’s a
kid! He’s millions of miles away from home, and he may have just committed treason. I’d be
scared too.—You put a gun to his head.—Like I said, I’d be scared too.—We just traveled
millions of miles ourselves, you know.—Weird, isn’t it? We’ve waited all this time, then, boom.
We’re here.—Our…friend once told me it took ten days to get from there to here. It just feels
instantaneous. I’m not sure how they’d know.—Know what, Rose?—How long it takes to get from
there to here.—They’d probably check the date?—How? We can get the date here, but what
we’d need to know is the date over there, now. How do you get that? You go back, divide by two?
—I have no idea. I…—You did what you had to do, Vincent.—Did I? Did I have to do this?—Don’t
go there, Vincent. Don’t.—What’s worse is I don’t feel nearly as bad as I think I should. Shit.—
What?—Can’t be. Not that soon.—What’s happening?—Lights. There are a bunch of vehicles
coming our way. Trucks, maybe. Ekim, eket eyyots apt aks.[Who’s coming, Dad?]I don’t know,
but they seem to be in a hurry to get here.[Yokits! Now what? We can’t do anything!]Well, if it’s
just trucks, neither can they. We’re fifteen floors high.[They can bring a crane.]It takes days to put
together a crane this high. A crane isn’t what I’m worried about.[What then?]They might just be
locals in some pickup trucks. If they are, we’re still good. We can just transport Themis when
she’s charged and disembark somewhere else.[And if they’re not?]Well, if they’re military, they
won’t just bring trucks. They’ll come with…[With what?]That.[What?! We can’t see,
remember?]A helicopter.—Is it military?—It’s big, Rose. It’s not a TV helicopter. Nothing you fly
tourists in either.—What’s it doing?—It’s coming…Hovering above us now…Side door is
opening. Shit. Shit. Shit.—They’re coming in?—Two guys on ropes.—Vincent, who are they?—I
don’t know, but they have guns. One’s at the hatch.—They might be happy to see us.—They
might be ecstatic. Eva, you should stand in front of Ekim, just in case they’re not. Whoever this is,
he’s in the shaft between the hatches.—The inner hatch is opening.<Derzhite ruki na



vidu>Vincent, what did he say?—I have no idea, but I’m pretty sure he said it in Russian.FILE
NO. 2106INTERVIEW BETWEEN MAJOR KATHERINE LEBEDEV, RUSSIAN MAIN
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (GRU), AND DR. ROSE FRANKLIN, PH.D.Location: GRU building,
Saint Petersburg, Russia—Good morning, Dr. Franklin. I trust you had a good night’s sleep. I’m
sure you did. We have really good drugs…Don’t tell anyone, but I take some from time to time
when I need the rest. I never thought I’d get to do this, but on behalf of the Russian Federation,
and the entire planet, I suppose, welcome back! And welcome to Russia!—We’re in Russia?—
Yeah! You are! Sit down, Dr. Franklin. You’re making me nervous.—I’m sorry. I am a bit nervous. I
don’t know what I’m doing here.—Oh, you have every right to be nervous, Dr. Franklin. I said you
were making me nervous. I’m supposed to look superconfident. That’s hard to do if I’m fidgeting
in my seat. But this is so exciting! Please sit!—I don’t suppose you’ll tell me who you are, or
where I am.—Who I am? Doesn’t it say on…Where is it? There’s a little plaque with my name on
it…Oh, here it is. I’m Katherine Lebedev.—You don’t sound Russian.—I hope not. I spent most of
my life in New Hampshire. I went to Brown. Law school.—You were a spy.—I wa…No! I was a
kid. I was born there. I played with dolls. My parents were spies. I didn’t find out about any of it
until it was time to leave. I moved back here eleven years ago, and here we are! I was saying
something. Oh yes. I’m Katherine Lebedev. I’m a major in the GRU.—…—You don’t know what
that is, do you? The Main Intelligence Agency of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the
Russian Federation. Mouthful, I know.—It sounds like the KGB.—The KGB—it’s called the SVR
nowadays, by the way—is for kids. Don’t tell them I said that. We’re ten times bigger than the
SVR. OK, maybe not ten times, but we’re it. This is where the fun is. We have six times the
numbers of agents, spy satellites, James Bond stuff. What else did you wanna know? Oh yes,
you’re in—we’re in Saint Petersburg. Government office. Big grey building.—Are you the head of
this…GRU?—Me? I wish. No, I’m a lowly major. I run a small—tiny, really—division focused on
alien tech. We don’t have any, so, like I said, it’s small. Which is why you’ll understand how happy
I was, how happy we all were, when you landed in Estonia. Only a few hours away, really. What
are the odds?—Estonia? You said we were in Russia?—Right! You don’t know! I’m sorry. Where
are my manners? You have a lot of catching up to do. What do you wanna know? Ask away.—
How long were we gone?—Nine years, three months, six days—ninety-seven days—nine years
and ninety-seven days. I’m sorry, I don’t know the scientific way…—Nine years? We thought it
was less than that.—Oh! Our scientists talked about that. Something about time dilation when
traveling at near-light speed. I don’t understand any of it, but they said you might come back a
thousand years old. No, that can’t be. A thousand years would have passed here. Can you tell
I’m not a scientist? So how long did you think you were gone for? A few seconds?—Eight years,
seven months, maybe eight.—Oh…Wait? You don’t know exactly?—We…Do you know where
we were?—I’m waiting for you to tell me, but everyone assumed you went to the planet where
those robots are from.—Right. It’s called…—What? It’s called what? Oh, you don’t know if you
should tell me…It’s really up to you. No, it’s not really up to you, but you know what I mean. It’s
not like we’ll torture you on your first day. I’m kidding! GRU humor…I know. How about this? Do



you think telling me the name of the place will forever upset the balance of power? Besides, you
worked for the United Nations when you left. We’re in there. It’s your world!—What?—It’s your
world. The motto of the United Nations.—I didn’t know it had a motto.—Awful, isn’t it? So, what
do you say? Please! I’m dying here.—It’s called Esat Ekt. It means Home of the Ekt. That’s what
they call themselves. We couldn’t keep Earth time, but they…They use a unit of time that’s
somewhere around a minute, so…—You didn’t have a watch? Or a phone?—We did before the
batteries ran out. So like I said, we counted our heartbeats during that unit of time—Vincent and
I know our normal heart rate—and we did the math. Obviously, we were a bit off. It’s possible the
air was different. More oxygen, maybe.—Oh, like when you’re on a mountain.—Well, that would
be the opposite. But yes, that’s the idea.—Sorry. Law school, remember? Oh, before I forget.
When you left, General Govender was with you. Now he’s not, unless he somehow got
transformed into an alien teenager. What happened to him?—He died.—I’m sorry…How? Did
they kill him?—He died of natural causes.—So sad…SO, the people on that planet are called
the Ekt. That’s what he is, your friend that came with you? He’s an…Ekt?—I thought you wanted
to answer my questions.—I did it again, didn’t I? I’m so sorry. I get too excited. I am! I am so
thrilled! But I do that. I steal the conversation, and I don’t even notice it until I’ve offended
someone. Please forgive me? I swear—No, I won’t, because then I’ll do it again five minutes
from now, and I’ll feel even worse. Stop talking Katherine. PLEASE! Dr. Franklin. What do you
wanna know?—I’m sorry, Ms. Lebedev, I——Did you just call me Ms. Lebedev? It’s the office, it
does that. I don’t even know what it’s called. Victorian gothic? Ms. Lebedev is my mom. I’m
Katherine. Call me Katherine.—OK. Katherine. I don’t know if it’s the traveling or if the drugs you
gave me are still working, but I’m exhausted. Would it be possible to continue this conversation
tomorrow?—Of course! You traveled, I don’t know, millions of miles, and here I am asking you all
these questions. You get some rest. We’ll talk when you feel you’re ready.—Thank you.—Don’t
even mention it. I want you to know that we’re doing everything we can to help your friend, even if
you’re being less than forthcoming with us, being exhausted and all.—My friend?—Yes, your
friend. The young Ekt—I love saying that—who came with you. He’s a bit sick, I’m afraid. Don’t
worry, though, you need to rest. I’m sure he’ll be fine. He’s got the best doctors with him.—What
did you do to him?—What did I—? What makes you think I would hurt him?—There was a
scientist working for you before we left, she…—You mean Dr. Papantoniou. What about her?—
She had no problem submitting people to very invasive procedures to get what she wanted.—
That was before my time. I did hear some pretty nasty things about her, though, but she works
for the Americans, now.—Alyssa does? What does she do?—Oh, we can talk about that
tomorrow. You need rest, remember?—Please.—She finds pilots for them. Some kind of blood
test.—Pilots for what?—For their robot. Giant one, like Themis. I told you you had a lot of
catching up to do.—What robot? Where did they find it?—Well, you gave it to them.—Me?—
Yeah, you. Nine years ago, you disabled one of them in New York. It fell to the ground in pieces,
remember? How long do you think it took for the US military to grab it?—But it didn’t work.—
Well, it does now!—How do they even pilot it? Do they have someone with legs like Vincent?—I



have no idea. But that geneticist finds pilots for them. I hope you don’t think I’m anything like her!
I seriously hope you don’t, because…woooo…crazy. I mean, sure! I like to get what I want—I
usually do get it—but I don’t want anything bad to happen to your friend. I really don’t.—What do
you want?—From him? I want him to get better. I really want him to pilot that big robot for us, but
he can’t do that if he’s sick, now, can he? So I want him to get better. He seems nice. A nice Ekt.
—…—That’s a lot to take in all at once, I know. Go get some rest. We’ll talk later.—Am I a
prisoner?—What? Of course not! You’re free to leave whenever you want, go wherever you want.
—I could leave this building and no one would stop me?—Your escort will take you anywhere
you want to go. Take in the city! It’s beautiful. It’s a lot better than Moscow, if you wanna know
what I think. See the cathedrals. Walk along Nevsky Prospect. If you want to visit the Hermitage,
I’d love to go with you. I haven’t been in years.—Can I see my friends?—That’s a great idea! Why
don’t we all have dinner together? After you get some rest, of course.FILE NO. 2108INTERVIEW
BETWEEN MAJOR KATHERINE LEBEDEV, RUSSIAN MAIN INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (GRU),
AND VINCENT COUTURELocation: GRU building, Saint Petersburg, Russia—How are you
feeling, Vincent? I can call you Vincent, right? You had a lot of wine last night. Wish I could have.
Appearances. You know how it is.—I’m fine. Thank you.—You barely touched your plate, though.
Rose and Eva didn’t eat either. Should I tell them to fire the chef?—It’s not him. On…Where we
were, the people have more sensitive taste buds than we do. The flavors there are a lot more
subtle.—Bland.—Yeah, that’s how it feels at first. I guess we’ve gotten used to it. I’m sure the
food was great. Thank you for dinner.—You’re welcome! I knew you and I would get along! So
glad, especially after meeting your daughter. She’s soooo confrontational! Wow! I don’t think she
and I’ll be BFFs.—You never met her mom.—I wish I had. I know I’m a few years late, but I’m
terribly sorry for your loss. I meant that in a good way, about your daughter, you know. She has
character. I like that. How old is she now? Nineteen?—Yes she is. How’s our friend?—You mean
Ekim? Eva told me. Oh, don’t make that face. What difference does it make if I know his name?
He’s not well.—Do you know what’s wrong with him?—A lot of things. He’s got the flu, for
starters. His immune system is completely out of whack, and he’s infected with toxoplasmosis.—
What?—I know. The Marine—yes, they’re called marines here too—who got you out of the robot
has cats. They tell me about half the world’s population is infected with toxoplasmosis—did you
know?—almost everyone in some places. Most people don’t show any symptoms, apparently,
but your friend does, a lot of them. And he’s not responding to antibiotics, antimalarials, nothing.
To be honest, we’re afraid the meds will kill him if the disease doesn’t.—Please save him. I’m
begging you, find a way to save him.—You really care about him.—He’s my friend.—Are you
sure that’s all he is? I thought maybe…—Yes…—Nah. You’ll think it’s silly. Ah, what the hell! I like
to listen to people, in restaurants, everywhere. My parents were spies, you know, or maybe you
don’t know. Well, now you do. Anyway, maybe eavesdropping is a genetic thing. It’s like a game. I
try to guess things about people. Sometimes I even think I’m good at it. So yesterday at dinner, I
couldn’t help noticing a bit of tension between you and your daughter. I didn’t make anything of it
at first, but come dessert I’m thinking Eva’s mad at Daddy for something. What if she’s mad



because Ekim got sick? What if Ekim’s the boyfriend? Maybe she blames Dad for what’s
happening. Now Dad, he loves his daughter, he really doesn’t want anything to happen to the
boyfriend because he feels responsible and he’s afraid his daughter won’t forgive him…That’s it.
That’s all I got. Am I close?—I’m afraid not.—I told you you’d think it was silly. Are you sure you
don’t want some Advil? You look a little pale.—Coffee would be good.—What was I thinking? I’ve
been up for hours, I forgot it’s still early. Coming right up. Black, right?—Does it work?—Does
what work?—That bubbly, friendly routine?—Oh, that was rude, Vincent. I know. Big bad Russia,
right? We’re the bad guys. You might want to rethink that. You won’t believe it now, but you and I
really want the same thing.—How could you possibly know what I want?—Well, right now I know
you really want to get out of here, but that will pass when you learn a bit more about what the
world is like now. Where would you go, if you could? Back to the US? Home to Montreal?—
Sounds about right.—Which one? Don’t answer that. It doesn’t matter. They’re pretty much the
same now.—…—OH. COME. ON! You’re not even gonna ask? I get why none of you’ll say
anything, but I don’t understand why you won’t ask questions. You’ve been gone nine years.
Nine years! Aren’t you the least bit curious about what you’ve missed? Seriously, even if I only
gave you half the truth, that’d be a lot more info than the diddly-squat you have right now!—
You’re saying the US has invaded Canada.—No, they didn’t need to. But there are forty thousand
American troops there now. There’s a Marine base in Montreal.—So we’re allies.—You’re a little
more than that. Your parliament hasn’t met in over two years, and your prime minister is
assigned to residence. General Scott is running your country. Yours isn’t the only one.
Venezuela. Half the Middle East. North Africa too. They just took Libya. The Mexican president
was a lot more defiant than your prime minister—good for him—but it didn’t do much good. The
United States now extends all the way to Panama.—How?—The robot, of course. Lapetus.
There’s a big crater in the middle of Mexico City to remind everyone that it was in their best
interest to “join” the United States.—What about you?—Me?—Russia. I may not ask a lot of
questions, but I was listening last night when you told us we landed in Estonia.—And?—And,
we’re here. I take it Estonia isn’t as sovereign as it used to be.—Oh, that. Yes, Estonia is now a
proud member of the Russian Federation. So is Georgia, and pretty much all the -stans. To be
fair, about half of them asked for it.—And the other half?—Do you drink soda?—What?—Pop!
Soda!—I——Imagine Coke is taking over everything, buying every brand they can get their
hands on, and Pepsi is the only thing they can’t afford. Now, maybe you like Dr Pepper and you
wanna keep drinking it, but you can’t. There is no Dr Pepper anymore. There’s Coke and Pepsi.
Some people accept that, but for some it takes a little longer to sink in. Georgia, for example,
they couldn’t let go of their Fanta.—So you send in tanks, a hundred thousand men and have
them take the Pepsi challenge with an AK-47 to their head. I don’t see how that makes you any
different than the other guy.—We’re protecting our borders. They’re taking over the world.—What
about the EDC?—You’re funny. That lasted for about a week after Themis disappeared.—
There’s no United Nations anymore?—No, there’s a UN. On paper at least. But that robot is All-
American. Red, white, and blue through and through. And it’s not defending widows and orphans.



—And you want to do the same thing with Themis.—I would like to even things out a bit, yes! I
don’t see anything wrong with that. The only thing stopping them from beaming into the square
across the street is the threat of a nuclear strike. Mutual assured destruction. Dun dun dun…The
MAD doctrine is the only play we have left without that robot. You understand how that’s a bad
thing, right? They know we don’t really want to push that button—because of that mutual part
where everyone ends up extra crispy—so they keep backing us into a corner until we have
nowhere to go, then boom. No Coke or Pepsi, just muddy radioactive water.—You do realize
there’s no way I’m ever gonna pilot Themis for you, right?—Oh, Vincent, Vincent…Why do you
do this to yourself?…I know you’ve seen the way the guards look at your daughter. Do you know
how long she can hold her breath? Repeat after me. Exacto knife.—Fuck you.—Well, you kind of
asked for it a little bit, don’t you think?—I’ll——I know, I know. You’ll kill me if I hurt her. I don’t
doubt for a minute that you mean it. Don’t worry. I was just messing with you. I would never hurt
your daughter.—How do I know you mean that?—Because you know I don’t need to. I could give
her a haircut, and you’d be in that robot asking for orders before I get to her bangs. Let’s talk
about something else, OK? This is just depressing. Let’s do something constructive, like maybe
saving your friend. To be honest, I’d much rather have him pilot Themis for us.—What do you
want me to do?—That’s the right attitude! Thank you for asking. You see, our doctors, they won’t
say it because they’re afraid of what’ll happen to them, but they have no idea how to save your
friend right now—like none—and I’m thinking: Maybe he knows. Maybe he could save himself.
Only he won’t talk to us. Either he can’t understand or he doesn’t want to, but I’m sure he’d like to
talk to a friend.—What makes you think I can talk to him?—Really? Let me see. Hmmm, he was
with you, inside Themis. It would make for a boring ride if he couldn’t talk to anyone…Oh, yes,
you also spent NINE YEARS on his planet. Oh, and you’re a linguist. Like, that’s the one thing
you actually trained for. What else? Hmmm. No. That’s it. That’s all I have.—I meant what makes
you think it’s even possible? They could communicate with something other than sound. They
could use chemical reactions, pheromones, touch, telepathy, sign language. Even if they did use
sounds, in order to communicate, you’d have to be able to make the sounds, and recognize
them. They could have a very different articulatory system. They could have no larynx, two of
them, something entirely different. Even with the same physiology, they could produce sounds
we can’t replicate, or can’t hear. Some of their sounds could be ultrasounds to us. Some could
be indistinguishable from one another. They could have a thousand different sounds where we
only hear one. They could produce a dozen at the same time. There are so many ways this could
not work. I can’t hear tone the right way in Mandarin, let alone reproduce it. I hear it backwards,
up is down, down is up. That’s with humans. Imagine the odds on another planet with folks who
walk like ostriches. Even with the sounds out of the way, what they express could be impossible
for us to grasp. They might not use a logic similar to ours, they might not conceptualize things as
we do.—Wait, wait…How stupid of me! Duh! I completely forgot I asked Eva if she’d like to talk to
him just before you came in. She’s with him right now. I’m such a scatterbrain. Seems I don’t
need you to talk to him after all. But thank you so much for that little lesson just then. That was



superinteresting. No, don’t make that face again! It really was! They seem close, Eva and Ekim.
How long have they known each other? The whole nine years? Less than that?—What
difference does it make?—Exactly! What’s the point in not telling me? I can just ask her, you
know. I’d rather you tell me because the security protocols are a lot tighter with her, and I hate
the paperwork. But it’s OK, you don’t have to. Do you know how many forms I have to fill out just
to talk to her through a glass wall?—I don’t understand. Why would things be any different with
her? We all spent the same amount of time over there.—I know! Right? I asked the same
question when they put her inside that sealed room. Well, for starters, she has more alien DNA
than just about anyone we’ve come across.—That’s still just a tiny fraction of her genetics.—
Well, tiny fractions matter now. She’s an A5.—What’s that mean?—It means she’d have a real
hard time getting a job. I’m an A1 and I can only make colonel. Most countries keep their A3s in
camps. Anyway, that’s strike one. Your daughter, being more alien than most, also spent almost
half her life on another planet. She was a baby for a few of the years she spent here, so, really,
most of her life is over there. I’m gonna make a fool of myself again, but I’d be willing to bet that…
she didn’t wanna leave! Yes? No? Anyway, strike two. Then, of course, there’s the whole dating
an alien thing. You know, the same kind that killed one hundred million people here on Earth, the
kind that destroyed Moscow.—I thought you bombed Moscow yourself.—Potato, po-tah-to. The
point is she doesn’t inspire a lot of trust right now. I was glad when I found out she’s held on to
some Earth customs—she gave me the finger the first time I saw her—but still, she speaks
friggin’ alien.—She’s as human as you are. We lived by ourselves. I raised her. Rose did. She
was with us.—See! That’s the spirit. Now I have something more positive than the finger thing to
share with my boss. What else can you tell me? Come on! Anything! OK, tell me what happened
when you landed on Esat Ekt—yeah, Rose told me. It’s a good name. What’d you do? Was
anyone there to greet you? Did you just walk around aimlessly until you ran into people? Please?
—We didn’t do anything…We were waiting to die.FILE NO. 1641 EE001PARTY LOG—EVA
REYESLocation: Inside Themis, EDC Headquarters, New York, New York—This is Eva Reyes.
We’re on board Themis, celebrating. I’m with my dad, Dr. Franklin, and General Govender. I…I
don’t know what I’m supposed to say! Hey, Vincent?[Yes, Eva?]Why do I have to wear the
headset?[Because we’re recording this. Rose likes to record everything.]I know that, but why
me? Why can’t any of you wear it?[Let’s see. I have a broken shoulder and a bent-up leg. Rose
has a broken tibia.]It’s a headset. It goes on your head.[You can move around more than we can.
Stop complaining, will you?]The general could wear it.[The general is slightly inebriated.]{I heard
that, Couture!}[Sorry sir. I meant to say you’re drunk as a skunk.]{It’s that damn champagne. Why
can’t I get a real drink? And why is it so dark in here? I can barely see my glass!}That’s the other
thing I wanted to ask about. Why am I the only one drinking juice?[So you can do the recording.
Oh, that and you’re ten.]Come on, Vincent! I just kicked some giant robot’s ass. I just want one
glass of champagne.[Technically, Rose kicked his ass—]<Come here, Eva. I’ll give you a glass.
A small one!>Thank you, Dr. Franklin.<I told you to call me Rose.>I’m not sure I—<Vincent does
it. If you don’t, I’ll start calling you Ms. Reyes.>OK, then, Rose. How does it feel?<Champagne?



It’s—>No, I meant you were right. Your plan worked.<I guess it did. Why are you making that
face, General?>{Show the aliens that humans could be just as tough without them messing with
our DNA, by shooting some green goo full of bacteria out of a keg—}What are you saying,
General?{I’m saying…What was I saying?}<The general was saying he didn’t think my plan had
any chance of success.>Is that right, General?{Not a chance in hell.}Haha! What about you,
Vincent? Did you think it would work?[Me? I—]<You thought it was stupid. Come on, Vincent!
You can say it!>[No, Rose! I understood the logic behind it. I just wasn’t sure that, even if the
bacteria worked, the aliens were gonna get the right message.]<We don’t know that they
did.>How can you say that, Dr. Franklin? They left, didn’t they!<It’s Rose, remember? We don’t
know why they left. We don’t know if that’s what they really wanted us to do. This is just what Mr.
Burns told me. He knows more about them than we do, but he hasn’t talked to them. He was
probably guessing as much as we were.>Why else would they have left?{Because Dr. Franklin
sprayed them with some goddamn goo!}[General, maybe you should try some of Eva’s juice.]It’s
apple juice.{Shut up, Couture! That’s an order!}Seriously, Rose. Why else would they leave?
<Your father can guess. Ask him!>Vincent?[I don’t know! I think, maybe, they could have been
scared by the bacteria. What if all their robots, their ships, maybe their homes, are made using
the same technology. Imagine for a second what would happen if some of that bacteria made it
to their world.]…What was that?[I can’t remember what I was saying. Did the light just get
brighter?]Maybe.[I think Themis just powered up.]<Without any of the helmets on?>Can she do
that?{I don’t know! I’ve never been in this damn robot of yours.}Vincent?[The console is lit up.
Eva, get up there and put your helmet on.]Sure. But we’re in a garage! What do you expect me to
see?[I don’t know, Eva. It’s just a hunch.]I’m putting it on. I…I don’t think—[What is it, Eva?]
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Keeper of Pages, “Great ending to a most enjoyable trilogy. What a great ending to what has
been a most enjoyable trilogy. I’m going to be especially vague in this review as I don’t want to
spoil anything in this novel or in the previous two – the Themis Files takes you on a journey
spanning decades and planets! My one piece of advice: read the trilogy in order, it’s a
continuous story, and you’d be doing yourself a disservice if you read them out of order.One of
the really good things about this novel is the character development. When we first met Eva in
book two, I wasn’t a huge fan, by the end of this novel she was my favourite character, she filled
the space of a character that was sorely missed in this instalment, and through Eva, a little bit of
this character lived on. Once you read the trilogy, that’ll make perfect sense, but I don’t even
want to stand on the edge of spoilers, because there’s so many emotional moments between
the characters surrounding Eva, and I want you to discover them all for yourself – genuine
heartfelt moments of affection and humour.Not only do you get to see great character
development, but you see plot development too, which is important, Neuvel doesn’t rely on the
readers love of the characters to drive this novel forward, instead he plotted an adventure you’re
eager to undertake.“If you see something wrong with the world, fix it. But what if it’s the whole
world that needs fixing?”In this novel, we get to see life on an alien planet, and while UK politics
may make you want to tear your hair out as you weep for the stupidity of some politicians, politics
on an alien planet, on the other hand, is a joy to read about, and so interesting!As I’m sure I’ve
mentioned in my reviews for the previous two books in this trilogy, it’s fantastic to see women in
skilled, and powerful, professions; whether these females are on the side of good or not, they
are strong characters who evoke a reaction in the reader.Again, the formatting is the same as in
the previous two books, this novel is a series of interviews, journal articles, missions logs and so
on. For the story told, this is the perfect format, it builds suspense and allows you to fly through
the pages because you keep ‘squeezing in’ one more chapter, and before you know it, you’re
finished the book! But what an amazing journey this book, and trilogy, takes you on, I highly
recommend it!So, where does Only Human rank in this trilogy? Well, it’s right up there with my
love of book one, Sleeping Giants; in fact, I think I enjoyed it that little bit more because having
gotten to know the characters over the course of the trilogy made me all the more invested in
their fates.”

Jane B, “Call me a Themisphile. Call me a Themisphile. This triology is brilliant; written in a
unique style that gives the story pace. Only Human shows the frailties of the human race, our
cruel prejudices and how humanity can be found in the smallest acts. This instalment takes us to
far away worlds and back to Earth with a bang. What would you do if the fate of humanity was in
your hands?”

The book by Sylvain Neuvel has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 813 people have provided feedback.
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